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“It’s not the plan that’s important, it’s
the planning” – Graeme Edwards

By David Murphy, SIOR, CCIM
In this uncertain commercial real estate environment, successful brokers need to create a road map of where they are
and where they want to go.
I frequently have the opportunity to mentor aspiring brokers
trying to break into the commercial real estate field. When
I ask a new agent what his or her goals are, too often I hear,
“To make a lot of money,” or “To be the best agent in the market.” Unfortunately, new agents fail to take the extra step of
quantifying what “a lot of money” or “being the best” agent
means to them. Fewer contemplate why they want to achieve
these goals and whether these aspirations square with their
inner motivations. Unfortunately, even experienced agents
spend most of their time reacting to calls, putting out fires,
and doing the same things they have done in the past that
made them successful without giving thought to what direction they are heading in. When they fail to gain market share,
they blame it on the market or on luck. In reality, they never
had a concrete strategy in place to improve their business.

Why Create A Business Plan?
If you are reading this, you are likely a successful commercial real estate practitioner. Your experience and knowledge of the market will ensure that you receive your fair
share of business. Do not rest on your laurels. Your competitors are evolving and becoming more proficient every
day. To reach your full potential, you must have a road map
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that tells you where you have been, where you are, and what
direction you are heading in.
It has likely been drilled into you by now that most
people spend more time and energy planning their family
vacation than in writing down their business and life goals.
Regardless of how busy you are, you owe it to yourself to
take some time away from the office to establish your plan
of attack for the coming year. This article will establish a
framework to think about your business. This is not about
the finished product. I am not recommending the need to
generate a 30-page business plan unless you are looking for
investor financing or a bank loan. Instead I encourage you to
prepare a brief, concise outline that makes you think about
your current career and how you can position yourself to
succeed in the coming year. Additionally, make sure this is
clear: it is the process of preparing the business plan, not the
end result, that will make the difference in your career.
As perennially one of the top industrial brokers in Florida
over the past 14 years, I am a strong believer in preparing a
plan for the upcoming business year. As I look back on business plans from previous years, I notice that in many cases
what I was doing at the end of the year was dramatically different than what I had planned. Typically, the market shifted
or new opportunities emerged that required me to alter
course. However, my overarching goals and my systematic
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approach to achieving them led me in directions I had not even
considered when I began my journey.
Over the years, I have scaled down my business plan to succinctly cover only the most important aspects of my business
as follows:
1. Summarize the previous year’s success and failures
2. Describe your goals and objectives for the coming year
and five years out
3. Review your current book of business
4. Determine your market focus for the upcoming year
5. Derive the potential gross income in your market specialty
6. Review your market space, including competition, threats
and opportunities
7. Prepare a sales plan to achieve your market share goal that
is consistent with your long range objectives
Let’s review each of these steps in greater detail.

Summarize the Previous Year’s Success and Failures
The first step in the process is to identify what went right, and
what didn’t, in the previous year. I am very candid with myself
about my failures, and attempt to learn from them to improve in
the coming year. Failure is a reality in the commercial business,
but the lessons learned from these events can make you stronger.
I spend less time reflecting on my successes in the past year.
The reality is that the market and my competition are constantly
evolving, and what I did to succeed in the current year will likely
be outdated next year. It is important to write out your success
and failures, not just internalize them. Once you summarize
what worked and what did not work last year, you are ready to
turn your attention to your aspirations for the coming year.

Describe your goals and objectives for the upcoming
year and five years out
It is personal preference, but I like to start by reviewing where I
would like my career to be five years from now, and then work
backwards. As an example, if your goal is to gross $3,000,000
in commission five years from now and you are currently grossing $1,500,000 annually, you are not going to make that leap
in one year. Instead, you would need to look at the incremental
steps necessary to meet your commission objective. These steps
could include increasing your geography, working on more
multi-market opportunities, and adding members to your team.
In more extreme cases, it may result in changing your specialty,
switching firms, or changing your focus from landlord leasing to
tenant representation or investment sales. This is entirely dependent upon your market, your market share potential, and the
audacity of your goals. You pick the immediate and long-range
goals, and then the following steps should help you prepare a
roadmap to get there.

Review Your Current Book of Business
Before you can select a market focus for the coming year, it
makes sense to review how you generated income in the previous year. Take a look at the deals you completed last year, and
place them into categories such as tenant-representation, landlord representation, seller representation, buyer representation,
investment sales, consulting, etc. For each category, determine
the total number of transactions, the square footage per trans16

action, the total commission generated, and the average commission generated per transaction. Now reflect on the amount
of time you spent in each segment. If you spent most of your
time representing buyers of industrial buildings last year, but
this only translated into 10 percent of your income, then maybe
this was not the most effective use of your time.

Determine Your Market Focus for the Upcoming Year
As a former hockey player turned commercial broker, I love
Wayne Gretzky’s quote, “Skate to where the puck is going,
not to where it is.” I specialize in industrial real estate, so my
focus would be on determining what segments of the Orlando
industrial market I want to compete in. This is very market specific. In a relatively small industrial market like Orlando, you
can specialize in multiple aspects, such as tenant representation
and building sales. In a major market, your objective may be
to establish yourself as the dominant landlord representative
in a specific submarket. Other brokers may be more corporate
services-based, and their market segment may be a representation of call center clients or food distributors on a national or
regional basis. The idea is to pick the focus that that will allow
you to achieve your short-term and long range goal. Remember,
you need to be energized and enthusiastic about your business.
If you do not like representing landlords, you are not going to
take a significant amount of market share in this segment.

Derive the Potential Gross Income in My Specialty
This is where grandiose thoughts intersect with reality. You
need to determine if your niche can support your income goals.
A simple way to do this using an office tenant representation
broker as an example is illustrated in the Figure 1.
Based upon Figure 1, the gross potential fees for an office
tenant representative broker in this hypothetical market would
be $13.6 million. Assuming a one year goal of generating $2
million in gross fees, this broker would need a market share of
approximately 14.71 percent. If you run these calculations, and
realize you would need something north of a 30 percent market
share to achieve your objectives, you may want to re-consider
your target market. One of the biggest mistakes I see when I
review business plans is underestimating the competition in the
market. If a broker determines she will need a 50 percent market share to reach her goal for the coming year, she will need
to completely dominate her market to even come close to this
objective—it is not going to happen. Likewise, if I see this
report and the broker determines he will only need a 5 percent
market share to reach his objective, his target market may be too
large to compete in effectively. He may need to segment further
to ensure he can take a lead role in his defined target market.

Review Your Market Space
This is the opportunity to review your competition and to determine any emerging trends or potential threats looming that can
impact you revenue goals. Are economic trends emerging that
could create new streams of business? What are your competitors in the market doing, who is increasing their presence in
the market, and who is vulnerable? Prepare a SWOT analysis
(strengths, weakness, opportunities, and threats) of your business plan as it relates to events occurring in the market.
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Figure 1
Category
TotalSFinTargetMarket

UnitsofComparison
20,000,000


Notes
Squarefootageofleased
officespace.
(Thiscanbedeterminedfortenantrep
brokersbyreducingtheoveralloffice
inventorybythepercentageofproduct
thatisownerͲoccupied.)

SquareFeetofGROSSAnnual
Absorption

4,000,000

(Assumesanaveragelease
termoffiveyears,with
approximately20%ofthe
leasetermsrollingannually).
Thisnumberwouldincreaseinyearswith
significantpositivenetabsorption,and
decreaseinyearswithnegativenet
absorption

EstimatedAmountofSquare
FeetHandledbyBrokers

3,400,000

AverageLeaseTerm
CurrentAverageLeaseRate

5years
$20PSFFullService

GrossAggregateLeasingVolume $340,000,000
AverageTenantRepFee

4%ongrossaggregatelease
value

Determinedbymultiplyingthe
grossannualabsorptionby
theestimatedpercentageof
dealsrepresentedbybrokers
(85%inthisexample)
Variesbymarketsegment
Averageleaserateinyour
targetsubmarket
3.4MMsquarefeetx$20x5
years
Thisisanestimate.Notethat
feesarealwaysnegotiable.
(Iftherenewalrateisdifferentfromthe
“newdealrate”,youcandeterminethe
renewalprobabilityandapplyseparate
feestonewdealsandrenewals.)

TotalGrossFeesGeneratedin
theTargetMarket

$13,600,000

Totalgrossleasingvolumex
AverageTenantRepFee

Strengths: Some clients view commercial brokers as commodities. Why would someone hire you? One of my strengths is my appraisal
background as a Florida Certified General Appraiser, which has given me a great amount of competency when determining asking
prices for industrial buildings that I list for sale. You need to have something that differentiates you from your competition. If you think
your strengths are the company you work for or “good client service,” it is time to go back to the lab and come up with some other
attributes. If you want significant market share, you need to stand out in a good way.
Weaknesses: This is where you need an honest assessment of your weaknesses. It can sometimes be hard to receive feedback from
your peers or clients regarding perceived deficiencies in your client service. If you are invited to compete in a “bake off” for an assignment and do not win the business, take the time to interview the client to determine why you were not selected. You probably spent a lot
of time preparing for the presentation; you need to get something out of it. I try not to lose many pitches, but I always learn something
from these post-selection interviews when I am not selected. If you work for a firm, you can receive this feedback from your manager.
If you own your own business, it can be a little more difficult to receive honest feedback from your associates, but make the effort
anyway. We all have weaknesses. Understand yours and reduce their impact on your business.
Opportunities: In a down market, many people see the threats, but successful agents realize there will always be opportunities.
Working on bank-owned real estate and pursuing business in the alternative energy field are examples of opportunities brokers have
gravitated toward to generate new business.
Threats: A double-dip recession and new competitors entering the market are examples of threats that you should consider when preparing your plan. There is a lot of money to be made in commercial real estate, and therefore it will always attract entrepreneurial and
aggressive individuals and firms. These firms may include familiar real estate companies that increase their footprint in your market
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through mergers or organic growth, or firms new to real estate
with a technological or structural capability that creates challenges to your business.
While you need to keep an eye on new threats, I believe it is
best to focus on what you are doing in your market rather than
worrying too much about your competition. If you are striving
to be the best broker you can be, you are effectively minimizing the impact of your competition. Worrying about what
deals your competitors are doing can take focus away from
your objectives. If you select your market focus correctly,
there should be a big pie of potential commission dollars to be
earned. Your main concern needs to be earning your targeted
marketed share, and since you will be creating a target market
share that is reaching yet realistic, there will still be plenty of
commission dollars left over for the bad guys.
Prepare a sales plan to achieve your income and
market share goal that is consistent with your longrange objectives.
With your target market selected, you need to establish a
system to succeed in your area of focus. In the old days, sales
trainers recommended backing into a prospecting plan based
upon your sales goal for the year. For example, if your goal
was to earn $1,000,000 gross this year, and each deal generated an average fee of $50,000, you would need to complete
20 transactions. Then, to arrive at the number of cold calls
you would need to make each day, you would determine how
many calls generated a meeting, and how many meetings were
required to win the business, While effective in theory, this
strategy also had the potential of creating strung-out brokers
dealing with massive amounts of rejection daily.
In practice, some form of prospecting remains a vital
component of our business. We are living in an era of social
media and “do not call” lists. How you prepare your sales plan
(which basically outlines how you will find, win, and execute
your business) cannot be the same system you used in the past.
It is your job to determine how you establish your market segment, your brand in the market, and your sales plan that synchs
with your income and market share goals.

Summary
If you can determine what has made you the most money in
the past and where the opportunities for future growth lie, you
are already halfway there. Incorporate written goals that are
energizing and inspiring into a concrete plan of action, you
will have a roadmap that will point you in the direction of success and fulfillment in our business. There are many opinions
on what constitutes an effective business plan. I have shared
with you what works for me, and I am hopeful that you can
take something out of this article that helps you plan your
business for great success in the coming years.

